
I’m confident that we all struggle with
information overload, and even if you
sensibly avoid making New Year’s reso-

lutions (perhaps that will be my New Year’s
resolution for next year), better time and infor-
mation management is a worthy goal for any
computing professional.

While you may not have the same New
Year’s resolution (or maybe you are wise
enough to avoid them entirely), it’s safe to say
that in today’s world, every InfoTech profes-
sional is struggling with managing the torrent
of documents, data and files working in the
field requires. There just isn’t time to cope
with this vast quantity of information if it’s not
properly managed.

Since I work for several organizations con-
currently, and because I often have multiple
projects generating daunting amounts of soft-
ware demos, reviews, white papers and other
info-debris that wind up scattered about on my
PC’s hard drive, managing disk storage is not
easy. Thus, one topic for this month—rooting
out (pun intended) old, duplicate and obsolete
files from cluttered hard drives.

Much of my work involves technical
research, and so I have accumulated a gazil-
lion (OK, I exaggerate a bit) URLs for Web
pages of background info and technical data.
So, we take a quick look at some handy tools
for tidying up and finding page links.

Finally, I need to keep up with my task list,
and I’ve found an inexpensive and useful
shareware application for doing just that.

AGENDA AT ONCE 1.4 BY
DATALAND SOFTWARE

From two programmers in Serbia comes
this no-nonsense scheduling application, a
basic Personal Information Manager (PIM).

Agenda At Once is unlikely to replace a
heavyweight PIM like Microsoft Outlook—

Outlook owns the PIM market and for good
reason. It is a very powerful and comprehensive
tool. However, perhaps that’s the problem—
Outlook may be too powerful and too compre-
hensive for your needs.

The Agenda At Once installer fits on a floppy
(try that with Outlook!), and the installation
process is a breeze, taking only a few
moments. The entire installed application
requires less than three megabytes of disk
space and about the same amount of RAM.
This is independent of your database of infor-
mation, which of course grows as you add
events and reminders. Still, even with the data-
base, this is small enough to run from a USB
key, and you could conceivably carry your cal-
endar in your shirt pocket (just like the old
days, when they were made of paper).

Unfortunately, the price of this compact size
is that the Agenda At Once interface is rather
plain and old-fashioned. There is no “eye
candy” here. However, it is straightforward
and easy to use.

Upon launch, three panes are displayed in the
main window: To-Do, Calendar and Notes. The
To-Do (task) list pane is my favorite feature.
Here you can create tasks based on start and
end dates and assign a color-coded priority icon
to the tasks. Better yet, sub-tasks upon which
the primary task depends can be assigned and
displayed hierarchically; this is wonderful for
visualizing the steps in complex projects.

Progress on a given task can be displayed with
a completion percentage, which is a thoughtful
touch that recognizes the reality that some tasks
don’t fit into the “Done/Not-Done” duality.

For tracking, tasks can be filtered by status
(such as “overdue”) and sorted by date, priority,
and a wealth of other options.

The calendar feature is basic but useful, with
good alarm options (such as elaborate repeating
patterns) and calendar notes that display auto-
matically with the selected day. The notes fields

are searchable and support clickable URLs as
well. To-do items can be set to link with a cal-
endar date and remind you automatically when
the time comes to tend to the task.

For backup and archiving purposes, data
can be exported to comma-delimited files.

Agenda provides an excellent niche solu-
tion to tracking a day’s tasks and schedule
minus the learning curve, screen clutter and
complexity of Outlook, and it does so for a
fraction of the price of Outlook—Agenda at
Once is shareware priced at just $19.95.

DISKDOUBLEKILLER 1.5.2 BY
BIG BANG ENTERPRISES

My PC desktop and my real-world desk are
much alike—many documents in a kind of
controlled chaos. Yet, just as I know that I
have some unnecessary papers on my real-
world desk, I also know that I have many
unnecessary duplicate files on my PC.

Sadly, the real world is hard to clean up, but
for virtual world, there’s DoubleKiller. Aptly
named, this little application sports every-
thing you need to hunt down duplicate files on
your PC.

Operation is simple, after selecting the drive
or directory you want scanned, DoubleKiller
searches the chosen locations for duplicate files
based on options such as matching dates, check-
sums and file size. You can easily exclude (and
thus avoid deleting) critical system files based on
the files extension or attribute (such as Hidden)
from the search to avoid trouble. File masks are
extensive and the entire process is deeply cus-
tomizable. You can adjust the behavior of the
search to match most any requirement. When the
search is complete, resulting duplicates can be
deleted or moved to the directory of your choice.

DoubleKiller isn’t flashy, and there are many
similar shareware and freeware applications
available. However, it is one of those simple
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programs that just does the job well and in a
straightforward, no-fuss manner. And it is free.

QUICK FAVORITES SEARCH
(QFS) 4.3.2 BY CHRIS HARRIS
AND “KIKERL”

Another ongoing information-organizing
headache: saved URLs. I’ve amassed hun-
dreds in writing the shareware articles and in
compiling the NaSPA CDs.

In an ideal world, these would be neatly
ordered in nested folders and grouped accord-
ingly. In my not-so-ideal world, they aren’t.

Web page designers certainly don’t help by
using the HTML title tag to read with forgettable
or irrelevant names so that the saved link fails to
logically indicate the “who, what and where” of
the link. For example, the one page I frequently
view has inexplicably been named “Bob,” even
though it’s actually all about radio physics.
Somehow, I think of it as the “Bob” page, and the
URL is complex, long and deeply linked.

So, as with the “Bob” page, often I can only
recall some word or part of the URL or page
name, such as a product name but not the man-
ufacturer. Or I’ll remember that a URL was
about (for example) making bootable Linux
CDs, but I can’t recall the details of the link
except that it contained the word “bootable.”
With QFS, that simple text string (“bootable”)
can be entered into a search window and QFS
will find the string in the actual URL or page
title of the saved bookmark. This tiny Visual
Basic program provides a fast, simple solution
to the problem of the elusive Web page.

No spiffy interface here; when you launch
the QFS executable, you are presented with a
simple text field where you type your search
string; pressing enter returns the results in a
new window. Highlight the desired URL. Hit
enter again, and the URL launches in your
browser. Finally, pressing the plus key copies
the URL to your clipboard, and the minus key
launches the URL without quitting the QFS
search results. Pretty, no—effective, yes.

Did I mention fast? QFS searches over 1,000
bookmark items per second on a Pentium 200.

There is but one other button to QFS, a
“preferences” button. Here you can enter the
path to your favorites (which is normally auto-
detected) or choose alternate browsers such as
Netscape or Opera. Additional settings such as
‘minimize’ behavior and sorting options are
available here as well.

Being only a simple executable, no install
is necessary. However, the Visual Basic 6
Runtimes (Service Pack 5) are required (see

sidebar), but chances are you already have
this installed.

Tiny, fast, simple, effective and free: what
more could one ask?

AM-DEADLINK 1.42 BY
MARTIN AIGNESBERGER

Things are looking tidier on my PC, but
then of course there are those heaps of dead
links that clog everyone’s list of bookmarks
(or favorites, depending on your browser).

I have collections of links dating back to my
first use of the Internet, well over a decade
ago. Believe it or not, some of those links are
still functional, and remain more than just a
historical curiosity to me; some are even still
useful. But of course, for every one link that
still matters to me, there are another dozen I
no longer need; perhaps a link to the time I
was diligently searching for parts to a car I no
longer own, or the 1996 elections, or other such
ancient history. AM-Deadlink is a great tool for
consigning such ancient history to the dustbin.

There are many similar dead link finders in
the shareware world. Writing a link cleaner
seems to be one of those rites of passage for
programmers, like writing “hello world,” only
harder. Frankly, many freeware and shareware
link checkers are terrible.

However, AM-Deadlink has plenty of good
competition as well, but I know of few such
competing programs that are true freeware.
The few that are comparable in capability tend
to be spyware and are not as fast or thorough
as AM-Deadlink.

AM-Deadlink installs easily and is light-
weight in RAM and disk use. When first
launched, it searches your Internet Explorer
(or Netscape-compatible or Opera) folder and
displays the results in a simple columned
window. A press of the F9 key polls the sites
listed in your collection of URLS and fairly
rapidly displays results from “OK” to “404 Not
found” or whatever other answer the server to
which the URL points provided. If the page
was re-directed, this is indicated as well. Also,
if you are checking links to secure sites requir-
ing authentication, this will be indicated, but
AM-Deadlink does not check their content.

You can easily sort the results of the
search by the indicated error (such as a
“404-page not found”), or by link status
(such as “redirected” or “forbidden”). This
same results window displays the absolute
path to your URL locally and the folder in
which it is contained. A quick right-click
brings up a context menu for editing the
name or location.

Click on a displayed link (whether success-
ful or showing an error) and AM-Deadlink
launches a mini-browser for a quick look at
the page itself. This feature is great for recurs-
ing URLs you know to be active but no longer
completely accurate.

AM-Deadlink offers a few additional handy
features such as a quick backup of your
favorites folder, and a comprehensive logfile
that displays the Header information of the
page and the source code of the “get”
response. Until it is overwritten, this logfile
also lets you recover any URLs you may have
deleted by mistake. Another nice touch is a
duplicate URL finder, a convenient tool for
tidying up merged bookmark files.

AM-Deadlink has some flaws. It can be a
bit slow, though this is largely a function of
your Internet connection, and there are set-
tings to optimize connections. It also has min-
imal help features, and a few functions are
counterintuitive. However, for a free tool, it is
all one could ask for and more.

CONCLUSION

Your comments are always welcome and
help me choose the applications that best fit the
needs of NaSPA members: jimj@naspa.com.

As always, most of this month’s featured
software (license permitting) is available in
the NaSPA “Shareware_Spot” library and
through the links in the sidebar.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He
worked in broadcast engineering in the early ’80s,
and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to sup-
port early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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Agenda-At-Once http://www.datalandsoftware.com

QuickFavoritesSearch http://chris.id.au

VB6sp5 Runtimes http://download.microsoft.com

AM-Deadlink http://www.aignes.com

DiskDoubleKiller http://www.bigbangenterprises.de/en/doublekiller/
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